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Abstract Spontaneous neuronal activity is present in

virtually all brain regions, but neither its function nor

spatiotemporal patterns are fully understood. Ex vivo or-

ganotypic slice cultures may offer an opportunity to

investigate some aspects of spontaneous activity, because

they self-restore their networks that collapsed during slic-

ing procedures. In hippocampal networks, we compared the

levels and patterns of in vivo spontaneous activity to those

in acute and cultured slices. We found that the firing rates

and excitatory synaptic activity in the in vivo hippocampus

are more similar to those in slice cultures compared to

acute slices. The soft confidence-weighted algorithm, a

machine learning technique without human bias, also

revealed that hippocampal slice cultures resemble the

in vivo hippocampus in terms of the overall tendency of the

parameters of spontaneous activity.

Keywords Spontaneous activity � Slice culture �Machine

learning algorism � Soft confidence-weighted learning

Introduction

The neuronal network maintains ongoing activity sponta-

neously even in the absence of explicit tasks, such as

sensory inputs and motor outputs. Spontaneous activity

prevails in many brain regions and constitutes the vast

majority of the total neuronal activity, and its level is little

modulated by sensory inputs [6, 29]. Spontaneous activity

is reported to contribute to network development [27, 47]

and neural information processing [1, 15, 18, 25, 28, 36].

Thus, elucidating spontaneous activity is critical for our

understanding of the brain function; however, how spon-

taneous activity is stably maintained or interacts with

neural information are still ill defined. This is largely

because it is technically difficult to manipulate spontaneous

activity in the in vivo brain.

Isolated neuronal networks, such as acute brain slice

preparations, also exhibit spontaneous activity [14, 21, 22,

33]. Therefore, the in vitro preparations may provide a

good experimental tool to investigate the function of

spontaneous activity. However, in acute slice preparations,

neurites are severely cut during slicing; approximately

90 % of the axons of pyramidal neurons are pruned in

300-lm-thick neocortical slices, whereas approximately

40 % of inhibitory basket cell axons are removed [38].

Thus, in acute slices, a significant portion of the original

neuronal network is destroyed, and relative intact GAB-

Aergic axons lead to dominant inhibition against gluta-

matergic excitation. As a result, the level of spontaneous

activity is reduced in acute slices.

Organotypic slice cultures are a technique that preserves

neuronal networks ex vivo [7, 39, 46]. During a course of

cultivation, pruned neurites regrow and make new synaptic

connections, and the network remodels itself through self-

restoration. Indeed, the synaptic connectivity and the
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network complexity are likely to recover to an in vivo level

[42]. This natural remodeling increases the level of spon-

taneous activity. Thus, slice cultures have been widely used

to investigate spontaneous activity [2, 34, 43]. However, no

direct comparison of spontaneous activity has been con-

ducted between ex vivo cultured networks and in vivo

intact networks, and it remains unclear to what extent the

frequency and patterns of spontaneous activity in ex vivo

networks replicate those in in vivo networks. In the present

work, we focused on hippocampal networks and evaluated

the similarity of spontaneous activity among acute slices,

cultured slices, and in vivo networks.

Materials and methods

Animals

Experiments were performed with the approval of the

animal experiment ethics committee at the University of

Tokyo (approval no. P24-6, P24-8, and P26-5) and

according to the University of Tokyo guidelines for the

care and use of laboratory animals. C57BL/6J mice and

Wistar/ST rats (either male or female) were housed in

cages under standard laboratory conditions (12 h light/dark

cycle, ad libitum access to food and water). All efforts were

made to minimize the animals’ suffering and the number of

animals used.

In vivo electrophysiology

In vivo recordings were performed using awake, head-

restrained mice. Mice (postnatal day 21–27) were anesthe-

tized with ketamine (50 mg/kg, i.p.) and xylazine (10 mg/

kg, i.p.), as described elsewhere [16]. Anesthesia was con-

firmed by the lack of paw withdrawal, whisker movement,

and eye blink reflexes. The head skin was then removed, and

the animal was implanted with a metal headholding plate.

After 2 days of recovery, the head-fixation training on a

custom-made stereotaxic fixture was repeated for 1–3 h per

day until the implanted animal learned to remain quiet.

During and after each session, the animal was rewarded with

ad libitum access to sucrose-containing water. During the

last three sessions, sham experiments were conducted to

habituate the animal to experimental conditions and noise.

After full habituation, the animal was anesthetized with a

ketamine/xylazine mixture. A craniotomy (1 9 1 mm2),

centered 2.2 mm posterior and 2.0 mm lateral to the

bregma, was performed, and the dura was surgically

removed. The exposed cortical surface was covered with

1.7 % agar. Throughout the experiments, a heating pad

maintained the rectal temperature at 37 �C, and the surgical

region was analgesized with 0.2 % lidocaine. After recovery

from anesthesia, patch-clamp recordings were obtained

using borosilicate glass electrodes (4–7 MX). Neurons in

the CA1 pyramidal cell layer of the hippocampus were

targeted for patch clamping. For voltage-clamped record-

ings, the intra-pipette solution consisted of the following (in

mM): 140 Cs-methanesulfonate, 5 HEPES, 10 TEA-Cl, 1

EGTA, 10 2Na-phosphocreatine, and 1 Mg-ATP, pH 7.2,

containing 0.2 % biocytin. sEPSCs and sIPSCs were

obtained by maintaining the membrane potential at -70 and

0 mV, respectively. For cell-attached recordings, the patch

pipettes were filled with artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF)

containing (in mM) 127 NaCl, 3.5 KCl, 1.24 KH2PO4, 1.2

MgSO4, 2.0 CaCl2, 26 NaHCO3, and 10 glucose. The signals

were amplified and digitized at a sampling rate of 20 kHz

using a MultiClamp 700B amplifier and a Digidata 1440A

digitizer that were controlled by pCLAMP 10.4 software

(Molecular Devices). Experiments in which series resis-

tance changed by[15 % during the entire recording session

were discarded. Hippocampal pyramidal cells were elec-

trophysiologically identified by their characteristic pattern

of regular spiking and high-frequency bursts (HFBs;

100–300 Hz, 3–6 spikes) [17, 30].

Acute slice preparations

Acute slices were prepared from the medial to ventral part

of the hippocampal formation as described elsewhere [22].

Mice (postnatal week 4–5) were anesthetized with ether

and decapitated, and the brain was horizontally sliced

(400 lm thick) at an angle of 12.7� to the fronto-occipital

axis using a vibratome and an ice-cold oxygenated cutting

solution consisting of (in mM) 222.1 sucrose, 27 NaHCO3,

1.4 NaH2PO4, 2.5 KCl, 1 CaCl2, 7 MgSO4, and 0.5

ascorbic acid. Slices were allowed to recover for at least

1.5 h submerged in a chamber filled with oxygenated aCSF

at room temperature.

Slice culture preparations

Entorhinal-hippocampal organotypic slices were prepared

from postnatal day 7 Wistar/ST rats as described previ-

ously [19]. Rat pups were anesthetized by hypothermia and

decapitated. The brains were removed and placed in aer-

ated ice-cold Gey’s balanced salt solution supplemented

with 25 mM glucose. Horizontal entorhinal-hippocampal

slices were cut at a thickness of 300 lm using a vibratome.

The slices were placed on Omnipore membrane filters and

incubated in 5 % CO2 at 37 �C. The culture medium,

which was composed of 50 % minimal essential medium,

25 % Hanks’ balanced salt solution supplemented with

133 mM glucose, 25 % horse serum, and antibiotics, was

changed every 3.5 days. Experiments were performed at

6-12 days in vitro unless otherwise specified.
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In vitro electrophysiology

Recordings were performed in a submerged chamber per-

fused at 8 ml/min with oxygenated aCSF at 35–37 �C.

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were obtained from

hippocampal pyramidal cells visually identified under

infrared differential interference contrast microscopy.

Patch pipettes (3–6 MX) were filled with a potassium-

based solution consisting of (in mM) 120 potassium glu-

conate, 10 KCl, 10 HEPES, 10 creatine phosphate, 4 Mg-

ATP, 0.3 Na2-GTP, and 0.2 EGTA or a cesium-based

solution consisting of (in mM) 130 CsMeSO4, 10 CsCl, 10

HEPES, 10 creatine phosphate, 4 Mg-ATP, and 0.3 Na2-

GTP. Spontaneous excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic

currents (EPSCs and IPSCs) were recorded at clamped

voltages of -70 and 0 mV, respectively. Series resistance

was not compensated.

Optical recording

For acute slices, functional multineuron calcium imaging

was conducted locally loading with Oregon Green BAP-

TA-1AM, which can detect single spikes. Oregon Green

488 BAPTA-1AM was dissolved in DMSO containing

10 % Pluronic F-127 to yield a concentration of 200 lM.

Immediately before use, this solution was diluted ten fold

with aCSF and was loaded into pipettes (3–5 MX). The tip

of the pipette was inserted into an acute hippocampal slice,

and a pressure of 50–60 hPa was applied for 3–5 min using

a 10-ml syringe pressurizer [22]. For cultured slices, the

preparations were washed three times with oxygenated

aCSF. They were transferred into a dish (35-mm diameter)

containing 2 ml of the dye solution and were incubated for

1 h in a humidified incubator at 35 �C under 5 % CO2 [13,

41]. After being washed, the cultured slices were incubated

at 35 �C for 30 min and were mounted in a recording

chamber perfused with aCSF at 35 �C. Fluorophores were

excited at 488 nm with a laser diode and visualized using

507-nm-long pass emission filters. Videos were recorded at

50 frames/s acute slices using a 169 objective (0.8

numerical aperture, Nikon), a spinning-disk confocal

microscope (CSU-X1; Yokogawa Electric, Tokyo, Japan),

a cooled CCD camera (iXonEM?DV897; Andor Tech-

nology, Belfast, UK), and an upright microscope (Eclipse

FN1; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). The fluorescence change was

measured as (Ft-F0)/F0, where Ft is the fluorescence

intensity at time t and F0 is the fluorescence intensity

averaged from -10 to 10 s relative to t. Using principal

component analysis and a support vector machine opti-

mized to calcium imaging, spike-elicited calcium transients

were semiautomatically detected with a custom-written

program in Visual Basic [35].

Electrophysiological data analysis

Data were analyzed offline using custom MATLAB

R2012b (The MathWorks) routines. In vivo spike activities

were detected from cell-attached recording traces. After

local filtering and smoothing, the monotonic-increasing

fluctuations were detected, and events with amplitudes of

2–6 9 SDs of the baseline noise were defined as spikes.

False-positive events were removed by human operation.

We counted any burst spiking at intervals of less than

300 ms as a single spike event in order to compare it with

the rates of slow calcium transients. Synaptic events were

detected from EPSC and IPSC traces. Events with ampli-

tudes of 3–7 9 SDs of the baseline noise after local fil-

tering and smoothing were defined as synaptic events. To

remove the possible artificial effect of high-access resis-

tance recordings in vivo, the sEPSG amplitude was soft-

ware-based corrected as described previously [44]. Then

we obtained excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic con-

ductances (EPSGs and IPSGs) from instantaneous current

amplitudes (i.e., EPSG and IPSG amplitudes, respectively)

using the following potential-to-current relationship:

Im ¼ Cm

dVm

dt

� �
þ gexcðVm � EexcÞ þ ginhðVm � EinhÞ

þ gleakðVm � EleakÞ;

in which Im represents the membrane current, Cm the

membrane capacitance, Vm the membrane potential, gexc/

ginh/gleak the excitatory/inhibitory/leak conductances, and

Eexc/Einh/Eleak the excitatory/inhibitory/leak potential

driving forces. dVm and gleak were thought to be approxi-

mated to 0. Einh and Eexc were assumed to be -70 or 0 mV,

respectively, which were clamped voltages to isolate EP-

SCs and IPSCs, respectively. These assumptions allowed

us to calculate EPSGs and IPSGs from EPSCs and IPSCs.

CV, skewness, and kurtosis were calculated from the EPSG

and IPSG events.

Multidimentional scaling

We used 11 EPSGs and 14 IPSGs in vivo, 35 EPSGs and

14 IPSGs in acute slices, and 15 EPSGs and 24 IPSGs in

slice cultures. The parameters (vector) of postsynaptic

conductances (PSGs) consisted of the mean, coefficient of

variation (CV), skewness, and kurtosis of PSG amplitude

and the PSG event frequency. We calculated the Euclidean

distance between each pair of vector’s Z score and applied

the conventional nonmetric multidimensional scaling

(MDS), a dimension reduction technique for illustration

purpose, to these pairwise distances. The MDS plot indi-

cates relative pairwise distances between vectors. For the

MDS results, a dendrogram was constructed using Ward’s

method, a hierarchical clustering algorithm. MDS and
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dendrogram were calculated using MATLAB R2012b (The

Mathworks) routines.

Soft confidence-weighted learning (SCW)

The SCW learning, a machine learning algorithm, con-

sisted of two steps, i.e., the learning phase and test phase.

In the learning phase, the algorithm was tuned to create the

most appropriate criteria, which were later used to classify

another set of preparations. More specifically, the SCW

machine is exposed to the data sets of two preparations,

slice cultures and acute slices (Fig. 4a, b), and in vivo

preparations and acute slices (Fig. 4c, d). Each data set

consisted of four parameters, i.e., the CV, skewness, and

kurtosis of PSGs and the PSG event frequency. In the test

phase, the trained SCW predicted (classified) a newly given

data set as slice cultures or acute slices (Fig. 4a, b) and

in vivo preparations or acute slices (Fig. 4c, d) based on the

criteria obtained in the learning phase. All routines were

written in MATLAB (The Math Works). The SCW learn-

ing code was downloaded from: http://www.cais.ntu.edu.

sg/*chhoi/libol/about.html. We used the SCW-II

algorithm.

Learning phase: We used 11 EPSGs and 14 IPSGs

in vivo, 35 EPSGs and 14 IPSGs in acute slices, and 15

EPSGs and 24 IPSGs in slice cultures. In the classification

of in vivo preparations, the SCW was exposed sequentially

to individual data sets of acute and cultured slices. We used

each data set that reflected the characteristic PSG param-

eters as a supervise vector, and each supervise vector was

labeled as -1 (acute slices) or ?1 (culture slice). During

the learning, SCW gradually updated the weighted vector

W, which was finally expected to be used for the most

appropriate classification. Likewise, for classification of

slice culture preparations, SCW was sequentially exposed

to the data sets of acute slices and in vivo preparations,

which are labeled as -1 or ?1, respectively.

Test phase: SCW was newly given other data sets and

was forced to judge the similarity of the preparations,

based on the weighted vector W. We defined the SCW

score as the relative distance from the criterion of classi-

fication as follows:

SCW score ¼ WTxt;

in which xt is the data set of the preparation. The SCW

score takes a positive value if the vector xt is similar to

cultured slices (Fig. 4a, b) or in vivo preparations (Fig. 4c,

d).

Statistics

We reported the data as the mean ± SD. Median test or

Kruskal-Wallis test, Mann-Whitney’s U test, and

Bonferroni correction were performed to assess the sig-

nificance of the differences. P values \0.05 were consid-

ered statistically significant.

Results

Firing rates are similar between in vivo networks

and cultured slices

Spiking activity is the major output from a neuron. If

spontaneous activity in in vivo and in vitro preparations

shares common information infrastructures, the spike pat-

terns are expected to be similar. We calculated the mean

firing rates of hippocampal CA1 and CA3 pyramidal cells

in in vivo preparations, cultured slices, and acute slices.

Spontaneous action potentials in vivo were recorded from

awake mice using the cell-attached patch-clamp technique

(Fig. 1a). For each cell, the activity was monitored for

2–5 min. In in vitro preparations, we recorded action

potentials using functional multineuron calcium imaging in

order to increase the throughput of data collection. Action

potentials of a neuron evoke transient calcium increases in

the cell body. The kinetics of individual calcium events are

so slow that action potentials at intervals of less than

300 ms cannot be resolved in calcium traces and are cap-

tured in a single event [35]. To directly compare the in vivo

and in vitro spike rates, we regarded any burst at inter-

spike intervals of less than 300 ms as a single calcium

spike. Then, we re-counted the number of total ‘‘spikes’’

for the entire recording period.

In acute slices and cultured slices, we recorded sponta-

neous firings using functional multineuron calcium imag-

ing (Fig. 1b, c). The length of a video ranged from 2 to

10 min. For each cell, we counted the total number of

individual calcium transients and calculated the ‘‘spike’’

rates. The mean firing rates of acute slices were

9.3 9 10-6 ± 5.5 9 10-6 Hz (Fig. 1d; mean ± SD of

1,056 cells from 15 slices) and were significantly lower

than that of cultured slices (0.048 ± 0.042 Hz of 1,178

cells from 12 slices; P = 6.0 9 10-6, Median test) and

in vivo preparations (0.14 ± 0.21 Hz of 175 cells from 116

mice; P = 1.0 9 10-5). The firing rates of cultured slices

were lower than those of in vivo preparations, but the

difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.38). Note

that the mean firing rates include silent cells that did not

show spiking activity during our observation period. The

ratios of silent cells in in vivo preparations (39 %; 68 of

175 cells) and cultured slices (38 %; 450 of 1178 cells) in

cultured slices were significantly higher than those in acute

slices (62 %; 658 of 1058 cells; P = 1.2 9 10-8 versus

in vivo, P = 2.2 9 10-16 versus cultured slices, Fisher’s

exact test). These results indicate that, for the mean firing
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rates, culture slices are more similar to in vivo conditions

compared to acute slices.

sEPSGs are similar between in vivo networks

and cultured slices

We next focused on the similarity of spontaneous synaptic

activity. Using voltage-clamp recordings at -70 mV, we

recorded sEPSGs from hippocampal pyramidal neurons in

in vivo preparations, cultured slices, and acute slices for

1–3 min (Fig. 2a, b, c). Unlike the all-or-none fashion of

spiking outputs, the intensity of synaptic inputs fluctuates

continuously. For each neuron, therefore, we calculated the

mean amplitude, CV, skewness, and kurtosis of its sEPSG

trace (Fig. 2d). Then, data were collected from 11 cells in

11 mice (in vivo), 15 cells in 8 slice cultures, and 35 cells in

14 acute slices. The EPSG amplitude in cultured slices was

1.13 ± 0.94 nS (mean ± SD) and was significantly higher

than that of in vivo preparations (0.24 ± 0.07 nS;

P = 6.0 9 10-3, U = 25, Mann-Whitney’s U test with

Bonferroni correction after Kruskal-Wallis test) and of

acute slices (0.24 ± 0.06 nS; P = 2.70, U = 198). The CV

of cultured slices was 1.09 ± 0.59 and was not significantly

different from that of in vivo preparations (0.82 ± 0.39;

P = 0.23, U = 48). The CV of acute slices was

0.50 ± 0.23 and was significantly higher than those of

in vivo preparations (P = 9.7 9 10-3, U = 81) and of slice

cultures (P = 3.4 9 10-7, U = 38). Neither the skewness

(in vivo: 3.95 ± 4.64, slice culture: 4.23 ± 5.29, acute

slice: 2.18 ± 1.03) nor kurtosis (in vivo: 50.3 ± 103.6,

slice culture: 62.1 ± 120.9, acute slice: 10.4 ± 9.0) dif-

fered among three preparations (skewness: P = 0.73,

v2 = 0.63; kurtosis: P = 0.31, v2 = 2.36; Kruskal-Wallis

test). We also detected individual EPSG events and calcu-

lated the mean event frequency (Fig. 2e). The event fre-

quencies of in vivo preparations (10.9 ± 9.3 Hz) and

cultured slices (10.5 ± 5.8 Hz) did not differ (P = 1.0,

U = 72; Mann-Whitney’s U test with Bonferroni correction

after Kruskal-Wallis test) and were both significantly higher

than those of acute slices (2.18 ± 1.93 Hz; versus slice

culture: P = 5.4 9 10-4, U = 55; versus in vivo:

P = 1.8 9 10-9, U = 15).

We next focused on the parameters of individual cells

rather than the measurements of pooled data sets. In the

above analyses, we calculated five parameters, i.e., mean,

CV, skewness, kurtosis, and event frequency. Thus, the

activity profile of each cell was depicted in five-dimen-

sional space. We thus investigated the relative location of

the cell’s profile in the space. For illustration purposes, we

first reduced the dimension of the profile using multi-

dimensional scaling (MDS), based on the Z-score of pair-

wise distance, which provides a visual representation of the

pattern of proximities (i.e., similarities) among cells’ and

plotted cells’ data sets in two-dimensional space (Fig. 2f).

In the MDS space, the data sets of acute slices tended to be

localized in a small spot, whereas those of in vivo prepa-

rations and cultured slices tended to be more widely dis-

persed with their data set areas overlapping each other. We

analyzed these data set distributions using dendrogram-

based clustering (Fig. 2g). The cells of in vivo preparations

and slice cultures were ranked in an intermingled order, but

the cells in acute slices tended to be more separated from

the two other groups. Therefore, as a whole, sEPSCs of

in vivo preparations were similar to those of slice cultures

compared to those of acute slices.

sIPSGs are not similar between in vivo networks

and cultured slices

We performed the same analyses for sIPSGs. sIPSGs were

recorded from 14 cells in 14 mice (in vivo), 24 cells in 9

slice cultures, and 14 cells in 8 acute slices (Fig. 3a, b, c).

Fig. 1 Comparison of the spontaneous firing rates of CA1 neurons

between the in vivo, cultured, and acute hippocampal network.

Representative traces of in vivo cell-attached recording (a) and

calcium imaging from the CA1 and CA3 pyramidal cell layer in a

slice culture (b) and an acute slice (c). Orange dots below the traces

indicate the timings of spikes. d The mean ± SD firing rates of 175

CA1 neurons of in vivo preparations (red), 1,178 neurons from 12

slice cultures (blue), and 1,056 neurons from 15 acute slices (green).

***P \ 0.001, median test
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The mean IPSG amplitude in cultured slices was

1.83 ± 0.84 nS (mean ± SD) and was significantly higher

than that of in vivo preparations (Fig. 3d; 0.57 ± 0.17 nS;

P = 6.0 9 10-8, U = 9, Mann-Whitney’s U test with

Bonferroni correction after Kruskal-Wallis test) and that of

acute slices (1.19 ± 0.41 nS; P = 0.017, U = 78). The

amplitude in acute slices was also significantly higher than

that of in vivo preparations (P = 2.8 9 10-6, U = 191).

The CV of sIPSGs in cultured slices was 1.02 ± 0.21 and

was significantly higher than that of in vivo preparations

(0.79 ± 0.25; P = 0.013, U = 76) and of acute slices

(0.77 ± 0.18; P = 3.1 9 10-3, U = 63). Neither the

skewness (in vivo: 2.75 ± 1.68, slice culture: 2.28 ± 0.99,

acute slice: 2.58 ± 2.07) nor kurtosis (in vivo: 17.0 ±

19.0, slice culture: 11.2 ± 8.9, acute slice: 15.2 ± 22.2)

differed among three preparations (skewness: P = 0.70,

v2 = 0.71, kurtosis: P = 0.27, v2 = 2.59; Kruskal–Wallis

test). The sIPSG event frequencies of in vivo preparations

(11.9 ± 8.7 Hz) and cultured slices (5.59 ± 2.88 Hz) did

not differ (Fig. 3e; P = 0.12, U = 236; Mann-Whitney’s

U test and Bonferroni correction after Kruskal-Wallis test)

and were both significantly higher than those of acute slices

Fig. 2 Comparison of sEPSGs

among in vivo, cultured, and

acute hippocampal networks.

Representative sEPSG traces

recorded from three CA1

pyramidal neurons each in

in vivo preparations (a), in a

slice culture (b), and in an acute

slice (c). d The mean, CV,

skewness, and kurtosis of the

sEPSG fluctuations are

calculated for 11 cells of in vivo

preparations (red), 15 cells of

slice cultures (blue), and 35

cells of acute slices (green).

**P \ 0.01, ***P \ 0.001,

Mann-Whitney’s U test with

Bonferroni correction. Error

bars are SDs. e The frequency

of sEPSG events. Data are

mean ± SD of 11 cells

(in vivo), 15 cells (culture), and

35 cells (acute). ***P \ 0.001,

Mann-Whitney’s U test with

Bonferroni correction. f The five

parameters of individual

neurons were dimension

reduced to the 2D space using

multidimensional scaling

(MDS). Each dot indicates a

single cell, and its color

corresponds to the cohort,

in vivo (red), slice culture

(blue), and acute slice (green).

The data similarity is expressed

as the pairwise Euclidean

distance. g The MDS results in

f are classified as a dendrogram
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(1.64 ± 1.23 Hz; versus slice culture: P = 1.1 9 10-4,

U = 31; versus in vivo: P = 3.0 9 10-4, U = 19).

Using MDS, we plotted the sIPSG data sets of individual

cells in the two-dimensional space (Fig. 3f). The data sets

of three groups exhibited no clear spatial separations in the

MDS space. These overlapped distributions were also

confirmed in the dendrogram of the MDS data (Fig. 3g).

Therefore, these simple comparisons failed to indicate

which is similar to in vivo preparations, slice cultures, or

acute slices.

SCW classifies data sets of cultured slices

as in vivo-like

The MDS algorithm has been used as an integral classifi-

cation method, but it may not completely capture the net

difference in the multidimensional features of synaptic

activity, because MDS is designed to treat all the param-

eters equivalently. Therefore, we adopted the SCW learn-

ing, a recently invented supervised machine learning

algorithm [45], to consider the latent difference underlying

Fig. 3 Comparison of sIPSGs

among in vivo, cultured, and

acute hippocampal networks.

Representative sIPSG traces

recorded from three CA1

pyramidal neurons each in

in vivo preparations (a), in a

slice culture (b), and in an acute

slice (c). d The mean, CV,

skewness, and kurtosis of the

sIPSG fluctuations are

calculated for 14 cells of in vivo

preparations (red), 24 cells of

slice cultures (blue), and 14

cells of acute slices (green).

*P \ 0.05, **P \ 0.01,

***P \ 0.001, Mann-Whitney’s

U test with Bonferroni

correction. Error bars are SDs.

e The mean ± SD of sIPSG

event frequency. ***P \ 0.001,

Mann-Whitney’s U test with

Bonferroni correction. f The five

parameters of individual

neurons were dimension

reduced to the 2D space using

multidimensional scaling

(MDS). Each dot indicates a

single cell, and its color

corresponds to the cohort,

in vivo (red), slice culture

(blue), and acute slice (green).

The data similarity is expressed

as the pairwise Euclidean

distance. g The MDS results in

f are classified in a dendrogram
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the parameters of synaptic activity without any human bias,

because SCW can estimate the features of skewness and

kurtosis in each cell even when the parameters are largely

distributed.

For sEPSGs and sIPSGs, SCW was exposed sequentially

to individual data sets of slice cultures and acute slices,

which consisted of the CV, skewness, kurtosis of PSGs,

and the PSGs event frequency. Based on these parameters,

SCW gradually calculated a weight vector during this

learning phase and thereby learned the overall parameter

tendencies of slice cultures and acute slices. We defined the

dot product of the weight vector and data set parameters as

the SCW score; a more positive SCW score indicates a

higher similarity to slice cultures. After the learning phase,

we obtained the SCW score of each in vivo data set by

inputting its parameters to the trained SCW (test phase). In

other words, the trained SCW was asked to judge whether a

given in vivo data set is more ‘‘slice culture-like’’ or ‘‘acute

slice-like’’ based on its prior knowledge about the param-

eter tendencies of slice cultures and acute slices.

For the sEPSG data sets of in vivo preparations, SCWs

gave positive SCW scores in 7 of the 11 in vivo cells

(64 %), that is, more than a half of the in vivo cells were

judged to be more similar to slice-cultured cells rather than

acute-slice cells (Fig. 4a). For the sIPSG data sets, SCWs

concluded that 13 of 14 cells (93 %) were more similar to

slice-cultured cells (Fig. 4b). These results suggest that

in vivo preparations and slice cultures are similar in both

EPSGs and IPSGs.

To further confirm this tendency, we next trained the

SCW machine using the data sets of in vivo preparations

and acute slices (learning phase) and asked it whether

individual data sets of slice cultures are more similar to

those in the parameters of in vivo preparations or acute

slices (test phase). For the sEPSG data sets of slice cul-

tures, SCWs judged 14 of 15 cells (93 %) as in vivo cell-

like rather than acute-slice cell-like (Fig. 4c). For the

sIPSG data sets, SCWs concluded that 18 of 24 cells

(75 %) were more similar to in vivo cells (Fig. 4d).

Discussion

In this work, we compared spontaneous activity of hippo-

campal neurons among acute slices, cultured slices, and

in vivo networks and found that, as a whole, spontaneous

Fig. 4 SCW judged the

majority of slice culture data

sets as in vivo-like. a The

abscissa indicates SCW scores,

with higher values representing

that the EPSG parameters of a

given data set are more similar

to those obtained from slice

cultures. The ordinate indicates

individual cells. The order of 11

in vivo cells was sorted along

their SCW scores. SCWs judged

EPSGs of 7 of the 11 in vivo

cells (64 %) as slice culture-

like. b Same as a, except for

IPSGs. SCWs judged IPSGs in

13 of 14 in vivo cells (93 %) as

slice culture-like. c The

abscissa indicates SCW scores,

with higher values representing

that the EPSG parameters of a

given data set are more similar

to those obtained from in vivo

recordings. The ordinate

indicates individual cells. The

order of the 15 cells in slice

cultures was sorted along their

SCW scores. SCWs judged 14

of 15 cells (93 %) as in vivo-

like. d Same as c, except for

IPSGs in vivo. SCWs judged

IPSGs in 18 of 24 cells (75 %)

as in vivo-like
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activity of slice cultures was more similar to that of in vivo

preparations in terms of both spike outputs and synaptic

inputs. Therefore, cultured slices are suggested to be a

useful tool for investigating spontaneous network activity.

We used mice for in vivo preparations and acute slices,

whereas we used rats for slice cultures. This is simply due

to the routine experimental systems of our laboratory. We

do not think that different species affected our results,

because the spontaneous activity level in the hippocampus

is almost equivalent between rats and mice; the mean firing

rate of rat hippocampal neurons is reported to be about

0.27 Hz during quiet awake states [26] and does not differ

from the in vivo firing rate in our head-restricted mouse

(0.14 ± 0.21 Hz). One of the remarkable differences

between in vivo and in vitro preparations is that in vivo

animals drift across different brain states, including

actively exploring, resting, and sleeping states. The firing

rates of neurons and the oscillation powers of local field

potentials change depending on these behavioral states [3,

26]. We fixed the head of the mice to a stereotaxic frame;

thus, we expected that the mice spent the majority of their

time for quite awake or sleep. However, we cannot strictly

determine which in vivo state corresponded to the spon-

taneous state of our in vitro preparations. Nonetheless, it is

notable that in vivo data were still similar to cultured slice

data even when all in vivo data were blindly pooled irre-

spective of their states. On the other hand, we leave open

the question of whether some aspect in the activity of acute

slices may represent a specific state of in vivo animals

more faithfully.

The mean firing rates are thought to represent an aspect

of information coding [9, 31, 37]. The similarity of the

mean firing rates between in vivo preparations and slice

cultures suggest that these preparations share a common

circuit basis for spontaneous spiking. During cultivation,

slice cultures restore the complexity of their neuronal

network through neuritogenesis and synaptogenesis. This

self-organization process occurs spontaneously depending

on the intrinsic network formation rules; note that slice

cultures do not receive sensory inputs and thus mature

purely through their own activity and the inherent laws.

Our data indicate that such spontaneously emerging net-

works can behave like in vivo networks. Thus, cultivation

ameliorates artificially damaged networks in acute slices.

This idea is consistent with a previous report showing that

the difference of evoked unitary synaptic activity in

monosynaptically connected neuron pairs between cultured

and acute hippocampus slices depends on the density of

synaptic connections [5]; the CA3-CA1 excitatory con-

nection probability is 76 % in slice cultures and 6 % in

acute slices, and the CA3-CA3 connection probability is

56 % in slice cultures and 1.5 % in acute slices. However,

these data must be interpreted with caution, because the

circuit density is subject to developmental changes during

cultivation. Indeed, the amplitudes of evoked EPSPs are

known to change as a function of days in vitro [12, 23]. In

the present work, we used slice cultures after 6–12 days

in vitro. Evaluations using electrophysiology and mor-

phology demonstrate that the developmental maturation of

hippocampal neurons under cultured conditions is almost

equivalent to day-matched neurons in vivo [4]. Based on

this calculation, our slice cultures are estimated to corre-

spond to the neural conditions in 13-to-19-day-old mice. In

general, cortical neurons generate widely synchronized

activity during early development [24], and the activity

patterns become more decorrelated in the course of neu-

ronal network maturation [10, 32]. After that, the firing

rates are kept almost constant over long postnatal days

[20]. We believe that all our preparations already reached

the final stage of maturation, because their spiking activity

was rather sparse.

The high-order sEPSG kinetics parameters, such as CV,

skewness, and kurtosis, reflect neuronal synchronization.

Synchronized synaptic inputs come from the population

activity of presynaptic cell ensembles and cause large

membrane potential fluctuations [8, 40]. The fact that these

parameters were similar between in vivo preparations and

slice cultures suggests that the entire network activity

patterns are also organized in a similar manner. On the

other hand, the sIPSG parameters were not necessarily

similar between in vivo preparations and slice cultures and

did not differentiate in the MDS space. A possible expla-

nation is that the axons of GABAergic interneurons are

more spared after slicing relative to those of pyramidal

cells [38], because hippocampal GABAergic neurons tend

to innervate nearby neurons [11]. Therefore, compared to

excitatory synaptic activity, spontaneous inhibitory activity

may not be severely reduced in acute slices. However,

SCW separated IPSGs in acute slices from those of in vivo

parameters and slice cultures. Given that firings of inhibi-

tory neurons are driven by excitatory inputs, we believe

spontaneous inhibitory activity is also affected in acute

slices even though their network per se is relatively intact.
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